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Abstract- The high level of competition in the education world make
each individual or university continues to develop talent and ability
competency. But the success rate of students is lowered, when
students are not able to graduate on time. The time of student
graduation becomes a benchmark for student and university success.
Ways that can be done to answer these challenges is make data
analysis using data mining techniques. University can do this
prediction using data mining techniques. This research uses the C4.5
algorithm to construct a decision tree. Conducted a research of 115
active students in one of the state universities of Jakarta, the results
of this research is, there were 15 students who are predicted not be
able to graduate on time.

networks (neural network), machine learning, information
science, mathematics, visualization and much more.
In general, the C4.5 algorithm to construct a decision tree
is as follows.
1. Select an attribute as root
2. Create a branch for each value
3. For cases in branch
4. Repeat the process for each branch until all cases the
branches have the same class.
To select an attribute as roots, is based on the highest gain
nial of existing attributes.

Keywords- Datamining, Prediction, Algorithm C4.5, Calculating
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I.

II.

RELATED WORKS

The research approach used is a quantitative approach,
which is by considering that quantitative research is a method
for testing certain theory by examining the relationship
between variables. According to Cresswell (1994)
Quantitative research is an investigation into social issues
based on testing the theory with variables that can be analyzed
by numbers and statistics. The methods of quantitative
research generally involves the collecting, analysis, and
interpretation of data, as well as writing the results of research.
Quantitative research is research that examines theory
objectively. These variables can be measured in an instrument,
so some data can be analyzed using statistical procedures.
The methodology used in developing data mining is
CRISP-DM (Cross Industry Standard Process for Data
Mining). CRISP-DM is a method established by the European
Commission in 1996 which applies standards in the data
mining process. According Kusrini and Rogan (2009) is the
standard data mining process as strategy general
troubleshooting of business or for research that has a life cycle
is divided into six phases:

INTRODUCTION

Planned education, directed and sustained can help students to
develop their skills optimally, both cognitive, affective, and
psychomotic aspects. Therefore, the ability of students is
important to be a benchmark fot the success of students
themselves.
A. Data Mining
Data mining allows organizations to use existing report
management capabilities to find and understand hidden
patterns (hidden patterns) in a large database. Then these
patterns are built into the model and the data used to predict an
event. With this understanding, institution can allocate
available resources and staff more effectively, for example by
the information from data mining obtained more accurate
estimate of how many students will take a certain course so
that the allocation of its resources can be more effective.
B. Development
The rapid development of data mining is inseparable from
the development of information technology which causes to
the accumulation of data in a very large number or data
explosion. But the rapid growth of data accumulation it has
created the conditions in which many of us have a lot of data
but have little information.
C. Definition of Data Mining
A simple definition of data mining is the extraction of
information or interesting information or patterns from
existing data in large databases. But the database is not the
only field of science that affect data mining, many more fields
of science that enriched data mining such as: statistics, neural
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Data with the attributes that have been selected are then
converted to facilitate the process of mining, because the data
will be processed with the help of data mining tools. Here are
the attributes that the conversion process will do.
a. Age
The age attributes has an integer data type value with
many value will be converted into two categories: value "≥
20" and "<20".
b. IPS
Attributes IPS1, IPS2, IPS3, IPS4 previously it contained
student achievement index in each semester in float data type
with many grades and was converted into 3 categories value
"0 - 1:30", "1:31 - 2.60" and "2.61 - 4:00".

III.

c. SKS
Attributes SKS1, SKS2, SKS3 AND SKS4 previously
contained semester credit units are taken each semester by the
students in the integer data types with many value then be
converted into two categories: value "≥20" and "<20".
The method that will be used in this research is the
algorithm C4.5. To measure accuracy in this research will use
a framework RapidMiner Studio 6.0.003:

THE GRADUATE STUDENTS DATA SET AND
PREPROCESSING

This study uses secondary data obtained from the student
database owned by the University of Indonesia, namely SIAK
NG. The collected data is data from FIA UI student
undergraduate courses (S1) class of 2016-2018. The data
consists of 20 attributes and one attribute outcome predictor.
The attributes that became parameters in this study are:
Attribute
NIM
Gender
Student Status
Marital Status
Age
IPS1
IPS2
IPS3
IPS4
IPS5
IPS6
IPS7
IPS8
SKS1
SKS2
SKS3
SKS4
SKS5
SKS6
SKS7
SKS8
Total Credits
GPA
Pass On Time

√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

Status of Usage Details
ID
value Model
value Model
value Model
value Model
value Model
value Model
value Model
value Model
value Model
value Model
value Model
value Model
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
value Model
Target label

The purpose of this study is to analyze the predictions of
the accuracy of students graduation by applying data mining
classification techniques with the decision tree algorithm C4.5.
Researchers take a few steps in building the algorithm
C4.5 decision tree as follows:
1. Calculate the amount of data based on member
attributes results with certain conditions. In the first
process requirements are still empty.
2. Select Attributes Node
3. Create a branch for each - each member of the Node
4. Checkwether there is zero entropy from Node member.
If so, determine the leaves formed. If all entropy value
for Node is zero, then the process stops.
5. If there are member node that have an entropy value
greater than zero, repeat the process again from the
beginning with the node as a condition until all the
members of Node are zero.
Node is an attribute that has the highest gain value from
the existing attributes.

The table above describes the attributes that will be used in
research, the indicator yes (√) indicates that the attribute in
question will be used in the study, whereas no indicator (×)
indicates this attributes will be eliminated at the data
preparation stage.
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feasibility, there are two decisions, which is Pass or Do not
Pass. Full entrophy value and not full have a value, so the
result from the tree above is still questionable for the
eligibility, whether passed or not passed.
Information:
S = set case
A = attribute
n = number of partitions attribute A
|Si| = proportion of Si to S
IV. APPLICATION OF DATA MINING TECHNIQUES TO
GRADUATE STUDENTS DATASET: RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The analysis in this study requires data on GPA and IP
values from semesters 1 to 8 that researchers get from faculty.
There are 115 samples analyzed. Attachment 1 is a sample of
raw data that will be extracted in according with the method of
classification algorithm C4.5 After getting the sample data,
then the process of calculating the amount of data, entropy,
and the gain. These results are in the table below,

Explanation of the above table is that the table next node is
SKS sold and not sold. Then repeat calculating the entropy
and gain value. Then there exists among the attributes
contained in the table, the highest and influence are the IPK,
compared to other attribute such as achievement and ethics.
After getting the next decision attribute, the decision tree is
made again which starts from if SKS is full and the GPA is
high, it will be declared PASSED, the if the SKS is full and
the GPA is medium, it will be declared PASSED, and if the
SKS is full while the GPA is low, it will be declared NOT
PASSED. Consider the following decision tree. If the SKS IS
not full then it does not pass,

In the table above shows that the highest gain value is the
total credits, compared to gender attribute, student status, age,
and GPA. Then SKS becomes root. As in the picture below,

The picture above shows that the SKS is a root that have
two members, which is full and not full, as well as its
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2. The factors that most influence student graduation are SKS
and GPA.
3. The test results on the RapidMiner 5 tools produce
accuracy with C4.5 algorithm performance level of
86.82% +/- 8.94% (micro average: 86.96%).
4. A total of 115 active students under study can be predicted
the students who graduate on time are 100 students and 15
students predicted not to graduate on time.
Researchers provide suggestions based on the result of the
analysis on the application C4.5 algorithm.
1. Students who do not yet have a full credits SKS can be
tolerance and guidance in order to graduate on time.
2. Students who are predicted to not be able to graduate on
time given direction and motivation to be able to improve
their, so that the target of graduation on time can be
achieved.

The decision tree only until the GPA, because the value
between the pass and do not pass is 0, then the feasibility of
the decision is immediately obtained. While other variables
such as student status, gender, and age are not include
affecting student graduation on time.
The next step is to test the sample data in the form of
tables that are in excel through the tools RapidMiner 5 starts
from the connection process between the sample data base,
operator and validation as shown below:
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The conclusion of this research using the algorithm C4.5
shows that:
1. Data Mining System on C4.5 algorithm can be used to
predict the timely of graduation in university.
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